WHISPERING JESSE

(D)  G – A  Bm – G  D
I OFTEN HAVE WANDERED IN DEEP CONTEMPLATION
G – A  Bm – A  G  As  A  G
IT SEEMS THAT THE MIND RUNS WILD WHEN YOU’RE ALL ALONE
G  D  G – A  D  G  D
THE WAY THAT IT COULD BE; THE WAY THAT IT SHOULD BE
A  Bm – A  G – A  D
THINGS I’D DO DIFFERENTLY IF I COULD DO THEM AGAIN
D  G – A  Bm – G  D
I’VE ALWAYS LOVED SPRINGTIME, THE PASSING WINTER
G – A  Bm – A  G  As
THE GREEN OF THE NEW LEAVES AND LIFE GOIN’ ON
A – G  D  G – A  D
THE PROMISE OF MORNING, THE LONG DAYS OF SUMMER
G – A  Bm – A  G – A  Bm – G  D
WARM NIGHTS OF LOVING HER BENEATH THE BRIGHT STARS
D  G – A  Bm – G  D
I’M JUST AN OLD COWBOY FROM HIGH COLORADO
G – A  Bm – A  G  As
TOO OLD TO RIDE ANY MORE; TOO BLIND TO SEE
A – G  D  G – A  D
I SLEEP IN THE CITY NOW, AWAY FROM MY MOUNTAINS
G – A  Bm – A  G – A  Bm – G  Ds D D
AWAY FROM THE CABIN WE ALWAYS CALLED HOME
G – A  D  G – A  D
I DREAMED I LEFT THERE ON AN OLD PALOMINO
G – A  Bm – A  G  As
WHISPERING JESSE RODE RIGHT BY MY SIDE
A  D  G – A  D
I LONG TO HOLD HER, TO HEAR HER SOFT BREATHING
G – A  Bm – A  G – A  D  D
THE TOUCH OF HER COOL HANDS ON MY FEVERED BROW
G – A, D, G – A, D, G – A, Bm – G, A – G/A
(Instrumental)
A  D  G – A  D
WHISPERING JESSE STILL RIDES IN THE MOUNTAINS
G – A  D  G – A  D  D
STILL SINGS IN THE CANYONS, STILL LIVES IN MY HEART.
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